I am responding to an email from Lynne Wycherley, who has also written in The Ecologist on the matter.

A GP, I have always been interested in all causes of ill-health as well as that we learnt at medical school.

This has led me to have an understanding of environmental influences on health as well as human factors, the usual viruses etc.

Actually, unfortunately, we have a major problem impacting upon health, as physics tells us that brainwaves can be entrained (and entranced) by transmitting technology, as well as devices becoming addictive comfort blankets for many people.

In addition, there are considerable biological effects from use of transmitting technology in close proximity to bodies.

I am concerned by the Pied Piper effect - that is - society has managed to overcome many of our material issues of poverty - but in doing so we may have sold the future of our young, by allowing unfettered access to technology which on the one hand has great benefits of communication - and on the other - interrupts and interferes with human social interaction, disrupts brainwaves, and has many algorithms designed to produce docile consumers - not agile bright independent creative thinkers. Have we sold a part of our soul?

It is crucial to our children that they learn to socialise with human beings, not become dependent upon - and addicted to - technological COMFORT BLANKETS

Safety always lags technology - and society will always move along the curve there isn’t a problem, there isn’t a problem, there’s a few mad people that say there is a problem, there’s a very small problem - whilst those who profit from the technology have a vested interest in avoiding safety issues.

Whilst there are articles on the addictive potential of devices, there are also physical effects form wifi and transmitting devices (opposed to wired).

Possibly one of the best short resources on the topic and how EM Fields affect children’s health generally is the attached youtube link from the recent Westminster Children with Cancer Conference: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRbE4CvKA4Q&feature=youtu.be&t=25693](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRbE4CvKA4Q&feature=youtu.be&t=25693) - I would recommend Dr Mallery-Blythe as a useful resource to you.

I now work on patient safety and suicide prevention for Somerset CCG, as a lead Clinician for GP Health, as a GP Appraiser, and from a personal interest have become a trustee of ESUK which has given me access to a great deal of information I would never have found through conventional medical research routes, as well as consulting a number of people who have been obviously affected by technology. I also teach for the BMA on Health for Health Professionals.

I have also written a chapter in a textbook on Bioelectromagnetic and Subtle Energy Medicine, on the effects of EM fields on health.
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